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Dielectric response and electric properties of organic semiconducting
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Abstract: The dielectric function of some phthalocyanine compounds (ZnPc, H2Pc, CuPc, and FePc) were inves-
tigated by analyzing the measured capacitance and loss tangent data. The real part of the dielectric constant, "1,
varies strongly with frequency and temperature. The frequency dependence was expressed as: "1 D A!n, where
the index, n, assumes negative values (n < 0). In addition, the imaginary part of the dielectric constant, "2, is also
frequency and temperature dependent. Data analysis confirmed that "2 D B!m with values of m less than zero.
At low frequencies and all temperatures, a strong dependence is observed, while at higher frequencies, a moderate
dependence is obvious especially for the Au-electrode sample. Qualitatively, the type of electrode material had
little effect on the behavior of the dielectric constant but did affect its value.

Analysis of the AC conductivity dependence on frequency at different temperatures indicated that the correlated
barrier hopping (CBH) model is the most suitable mechanism for the AC conduction behavior. Maximum barrier
height, W , has been estimated for ZnPc with different electrode materials (Au and Al), and had values between
0.10 and 0.9 eV. For both electrode types, the maximum barrier height has strong frequency dependence at high
frequency and low temperatures.

The relaxation time, � , for ZnPc and FePc films increases with decreasing frequency. The activation energy
was derived from the slopes of � versus 1/T curves. At low temperatures, an activation energy value of about 0.01
eV and 0.04 eV was estimated for ZnPc and FePc, respectively. The low values of activation energy suggest that
the hopping of charge carriers between localized states is the dominant mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Recently, many research groups from all over the world
have focused on studying the various properties of organic
semiconductor thin films, bulk material or pellets. Metal-free
and/or metal-substituted phthalocyanine systems are examples
of such compounds. Phthalocyanines are aromatic and chem-
ically stable compounds with semiconducting properties and
also dense colors, which make them suitable for use as dyes
and pigments in textile industries. In addition, many of these
compounds have been technologically employed as gas sen-
sors, solar cells, and opto-electronic devicesŒ1�3�. Phthalocya-
nine compounds such as NiPc, CoPc and CuPc have been in-
tensively studied and then manufactured as gas sensing de-
vicesŒ4�6�. Moreover, copper phthalocyanine, CuPc, has been
utilized as a buffer-zone layer in the manufacture of white or-
ganic light emitting diodesŒ7�, while platinum phthalocyanine
solution, PtPc, has been utilized to generate various types of
optical switching devicesŒ8�.

The effect of oxygen on the photovoltaic properties of or-
ganic solar cells consisting of zinc phthalocyanine, ZnPc, was
thoroughly investigated by Kerp and Van FaassenŒ9�. They ob-
served a noticeable increment in the short-circuit current when
increasing the partial O2 pressure. In a comprehensive study
on controlled p-doping of pigment layers, Pfeiffer et al .Œ10�

concluded that doping has the potential of both reducing the

series resistance and increasing the photo-voltage of organic
solar cell in doped ZnPc donor-acceptor hetero-junctions. Gao
and Kahn intensively investigated the electronic structure and
current injection in p-doped ZnPc filmsŒ11�. The possibility of
using ZnPc thin layers as gas sensing devices was examined
thoroughly by studying the effect of gases, either oxidizing (O2

and NO2) or reducing (H2 and NH3) gases, on the electrical
conductivity of the sampleŒ12; 13�.

A new promising and important era was opened recently
for phthalocyanine compounds in biomedical and biophysi-
cal technology. Zinc phthalocyanine, ZnPc, is employed in
medical applications due to its selective binding to tumor-
selective antibodies, and it has been used in the synthe-
sis of a novel compound applicable in photodynamic ther-
apyŒ14�. In addition, Gao and coworkersŒ15� synthesized tetra-
trifluoroethoxyl zinc phthalocyanine (an organic compound
that can be dissolved in most organic solvents) that has the
potential to be used in photodynamic cancer therapy. Fadel
et al . used zinc phthalocyanine-loaded PLGA biodegrad-
able nanoparticles for photodynamic therapy in tumor-bearing
miceŒ16�.

In this study, the dielectric response and some of the
AC electrical properties of some phthalocyanine compounds
are investigated and analyzed over a wide range of temper-
ature (90–470 K) and the frequency range between 0.1 to
20 kHz.
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2. Experimental

Samples in the form of Au–metal–Pc–Au, or
Al–metal–Pc–Al sandwich structures have been prepared
using a fine powder of phthalocyanine (purity � 98%) sup-
plied by Fluka AG. Six samples, each of an active area of
1.2 � 10�5 m2, were sequentially deposited onto pre-cleaned
Corning microscope slides at room temperature. A sequential
masking systemŒ17� was employed to prevent breaking the
vacuum during the deposition process. The background pres-
sure was held approximately at 10�3 Pa during the deposition
of both the ZnPc film and the Au electrode layers. The gold
electrodes were evaporated from a molybdenum boat at a
deposition rate of 0.5 nm/s, while zinc phthalocyanine, ZnPc,
utilized a covered tantalum boat and a deposition rate of 0.9
nm/s. Deposition of the second Au electrodes was initially
at a lower rate of 0.1 nm/s in order to avoid thermal damage
to the underlying phthalocyanine films. Under such deposi-
tion conditions, and like many other metal–phthalocyanine
compounds, the films assume an ˛-phase polycrystalline
structureŒ18�. During the deposition process, a conventional
quartz crystal system was employed for continuous monitoring
of the deposition rates and film thickness.

TheAC electrical measurements weremade in a secondary
vacuum system at a pressure of about 10�3 Pa. A homemade
liquid nitrogen cryostat was used for electrical measurements.
The sample temperature was measured using a chromel-alumel
thermocouple attached to a Fluke K/J digital thermometer. A
stabilized power supply incorporated with a Keithley 617 elec-
trometer was connected to the sample using very short leads,
and measurements were recorded via a microprocessor. The
sample temperature was varied and stabilized by controlling
the heating and cooling rates. Capacitance, loss tangent and
conductance are measured in the frequency range of 0.1 to
20 kHz and temperature between 90–470 K using a Hewlett-
Packard (4276A) LCZmeter equipped with a four-terminal test
fixture.

3. Results and discussion

The capacitance of phthalocyanine thin films was mea-
sured as a function of temperature and frequency. Figure 1 dis-
plays the variation of capacitance, Cm, on the inverse of film
thickness, 1/d , for ZnPc thin films. An approximate linear re-
lation between these two parameters is apparent, and therefore,
the system may be analyzed in terms of a parallel plate capac-
itorŒ19�. The measured capacitance, Cm, is therefore, given by:

Cm D
"o"rA

d
; (1)

where "o is the permittivity of free space while "r is the rela-
tive permittivity of the dielectric material, andA (D 1.2� 10�5

m2) is the effective area of the capacitor. The measured capac-
itance depends only on the geometry of the film and on the
permittivity of the material, ZnPc. As can be clearly seen from
the figure, the fitted line does not pass through the origin, and
hence an additional parallel capacitance, Cp, of approximately
0.5 nF should be added to the measured one. The overall ca-
pacitance, C , is therefore the sum of the sample capacitance,
Cm, and the parallel one, Cp, thus;

Fig. 1. Dependence of capacitance of ZnPc-films on the inverse of
sample thickness at constant frequency of 1 kHz.

C D Cm C Cp D
"o"rA

d
C Cp: (2)

By determining the slope of the line (� "o"A), the permit-
tivity of ZnPc, " � 1.4 � 10�11 F/m, was estimated, while the
intercept, Cp, may be due to instrumental features and/or edge
effects. This derived permittivity value is considerably lower
than the value of " (� 3.2 � 10�11 F/m) for copper phthalo-
cyanine CuPcŒ20; 21�. The low value of " observed for ZnPc is
probably due to submicroscopic inhomogeneities, small grain
size, impurities, and to the low packing density of the speci-
men.

The determination of the AC dielectric constant (" D "1 –
i"2) allows us to study and analyze the behavior of the complex
dielectric function. The real part of the dielectric function (con-
stant), "1, of some metal-phthalocyanine thin films was calcu-
lated from the measured capacitance f"1 D Cmd="oAg at all
temperatures and frequencies under consideration. The calcu-
lated real part of the dielectric constant as a function of temper-
ature and frequency is displayed in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows
the variation of "1 as a function of T at fixed frequencies for
CuPc film of thickness 0.4 �m, while Figure 2(b) displays the
variation of "1 as a function of f at different fixed temperatures
for ZnPc.

As can be clearly observed from Fig. 2, the real part of the
dielectric constant, "1, increases at temperatures above room
temperature and low frequencies, while at low temperatures
and high frequencies it saturates to a constant value. The real
part of the dielectric constant, "1, shows a steady variation with
temperatures above 270 K. The same behavior of the dielectric
function was also observed in ZnPc thin filmsŒ22�. There is a
good agreement between values of the real part of dielectric
constant and the temperature variations with CoPc pelletsŒ23�.
A large increase in "1 with temperature is observed in CoPc
above room temperature followed by an abrupt decrease at tem-
peratures higher than 370 K. This behavior was explained in
terms of nomadic polarization, which arises from the steep in-
crease in the number of free carriers with increasing tempera-
turesŒ23�.

The real part of the dielectric constant is strongly fre-
quency dependent above room temperature, as can be seen in
Fig. 2. Qualitatively, the present study shows that the behav-
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Table 1. Dependence of the index n on temperature at various frequency ranges as obtained from the real part of dielectric constant for ZnPc
with both aluminum and gold contact electrodes.

T (K)
Frequency range (kHz)

Al-electrodes Au-electrodes
0.1–1 1.5–10 10–20 0.1–1 1–8 8–20

93 �0:01 �0:01 �0:01

192 �0:04 �0:015 �0:015 �0:01 �0:01 �0:01

263 �0:04 �0:018 �0:013

274 �0:06 �0:02 �0:02

293 �0:36 �0:07 �0:08 �0:18 �0:05 �0:02

309 �0:17 �0:06 �0:04

333 �0:17 �0:08 �0:05 �0:298 �0:17 �0:03

353 �0:47 �0:13 �0:06 �0:31 �0:22 �0:09

373 �0:64 �0:20 �0:1 �0:48 �0:25 �0:13

393 �0:58 �0:32 �0:18

415 �0:59 �0:56 �0:27

Fig. 2. Variation of the relative dielectric constant, "1, on frequency
and temperature. (a) Dependence on temperature at fixed frequencies
for CuPc. (b) Dependence of "1 on frequency for ZnPc sample at fixed
temperatures.

ior of the ZnPc samples with different electrode materials (Al
or Au) is almost the same over the entire frequency range of
study. The real part of the dielectric constant, "1, shows strong
frequency dependence below 5 kHz, particularly at tempera-
tures above room temperature, while above this frequency and
for all temperatures, the value of "1 becomes almost constant.
The dielectric constant value of "1 of the Au-electrode sam-
ple has lower value than that of the Al-electrode, and this may
be attributed to packing density of the sample, impurities, and
film thickness variation. In addition, the formation of a space-
charge layer due to charge accumulationwithin the Pc layer and
the probable formation of Al2O3 during deposition will be of
great influence on the values of "1

Œ24; 25�. Similar behavior of
"1 has been also observed in other phthalocyanine compounds
such as CoPc thin filmsŒ26� and CoPc pelletsŒ23�.

Analysis of the curves of "1 as a function of frequency was
found to obey a power law relation of the form:

"1 D A!n; (3)

where ! is the angular frequency, A is a constant, and the in-
dex, n, assumes negative values (n < 0). This index is not con-
stant; it varies with frequency and temperature. The values of
n were derived from the slope of the curves of Fig. 2. A lin-
ear dependence of log"1 and logf over the relevant frequency
range is observed. The derived values of n over the whole fre-
quency range at different fixed temperatures for samples with
Al and Au electrodes are presented in Table 1. For both elec-
trodes, the values of index n at low temperatures below (192
K) are almost constant for the whole range, above this temper-
ature, n increases with increasing frequency.

The large values of the dielectric constant at low frequen-
cies and at higher temperatures may not be an indication for
spontaneous polarizationŒ27�. At low frequencies, electrons can
hop easily out of the sites with low free energy barriers in the
electric field direction and tend to accumulate at sites with high
free energy barriers. This leads to a net polarization of the di-
electric medium and therefore higher dielectric constant val-
uesŒ28�. However, at high frequency, the charge carriers will
no longer be able to relax as rapidly as the time-variation of
the field, so the charge oscillation will begin to lag behind this
field, resulting in a decrease of dielectric constantŒ29�.

The loss tangent, tanı (which is a measure of the dissipated
energy in the sample), wasmeasured for H2Pc andmanymetal-
phthalocyanine samples over a wide range of frequency and
temperature. The imaginary part of the dielectric function was
estimated according to the relation:

"2 D "1 tan ı: (4)

The calculated values of "2 for ZnPc, CuPc, FePc, and
H2Pc compounds were studied as a function of temperature
and frequency. Figure 3 displays the frequency dependence of
"2 for H2Pc sample at different fixed temperatures. A strong
frequency dependence of "2 is evident from the figure. The val-
ues of "2 increase with temperature up to 300 K, then starts to
decrease due to nomadic polarization and to the partial exhaus-
tion of oxygen molecules from the sample. The analysis of the
obtained values of "2 as a function of frequency showed that it
follows a power law relation ("2 D B!m). The power index,
m, was calculated from the slopes of the fitted straight lines of
log "2 versus log !. For all temperatures of interest, the index
m assumes negative values (m < 0).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the imaginary part of dielectric function, "2, on
frequency for an H2Pc thin film at different fixed temperatures.

Table 2. Variation of index m for H2Pc at different temperatures in a
frequency ranges.

T (K)
Frequency range (kHz)

0.1–1 1–8 8–20
273 –0.52 –0.59 –0.32
300 –0.67 –0.55 –0.48
433 –0.66 –0.42 –0.16
473 –0.81 –0.74 –0.46

Table 2 shows the variation of the power index, m, with
temperature. It is obvious from the table that the values of m

decrease almost linearly with the temperature. At low frequen-
cies and at a specific temperature, the values of "2 are much
higher than those values observed at high frequencies. Such
dependence of "2 on frequency is typically associated with
energy losses by conduction. Under the influence of an elec-
tric field at high temperature, electrons move easily through
the network and conduction losses increase. At lower tempera-
tures and higher frequencies, the capacity for mobility becomes
lower, and conduction losses decreaseŒ29�.

Qualitatively, the variation of "2 as a function of temper-
ature at different fixed frequencies is almost the same for all
the phthalocyanine compounds under consideration. However,
in some phthalocyanine compounds (as in H2Pc or NiPc), a
peak is observed in "2 versus T . This peak was attributed to
a probable nomadic polarization in the sampleŒ23� and to ex-
haustion of oxygen molecules out of the H2Pc sampleŒ31; 32�.
Nevertheless, in this study ZnPc, CuPc and FePc samples did
not show any peak in "2–temperature curves. Apparently, the
preparation conditions, sample thickness, and the presence of
impurities such as O2 (which acts as acceptor) will have a no-
ticeable effect on the electrical and dielectric properties of ph-
thalocyanine compounds. However, annealing the sample or
heating it to high temperatures will stabilize such properties
due to oxygen desorption and to partial structural transforma-
tionŒ26; 31�33�. The increase of the observed values of the real
part, "1, and the imaginary part, "2, with temperature may be
accredited to the enhanced conductivity through the thermal
excitation of the charge carriers. Such behavior will greatly af-

Fig. 4. Dependence of maximum barrier height, Wm, on temperature
at various frequency ranges for ZnPc with Au-electrodes.

fect the conductivity of the sample, hence the dielectric prop-
ertiesŒ34�.

The frequency dependence of the AC conductivity (�ac D

A0!s) is used to assess the frequency exponent index, sŒ33�36�.
The obtained experimental results of the AC conductivity were
analyzed with various theoretical models and the correlated
barrier hopping (CBH) model was found to be the appropri-
ate mechanism for the electron transport in phthalocyanine
filmsŒ36�. Application of the CBH model reveals that the elec-
tronic conduction takes place via single or bipolaron hopping
processes in the whole temperature range of study. According
to the CBH model, the index, s, is related to maximum barrier
height, Wm to first order approximation asŒ36�:

s D 1 �
6kBT

Wm
; (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.
The maximum barrier height Wm at infinite separation, which
is called the “polaron binding energy”, i.e. the binding energy
of the carrier in its localized sitesŒ36�. For a bipolaron Wm is
approximately, equal to the band gap width, while for single
polaron its value is equal to a quarter of the optical band gapŒ37�.

For most metal-phthalocyanine compounds, the experi-
mental value of the index, s, is temperature and frequency
dependent and has values less or equal to unity (s 6 1).
Such behavior of s is an indication of a dominant hop-
ping conduction process over that frequency and temperature
rangeŒ22; 26; 31; 33�34�. The value of s increases towards unity
as the temperature tends to zero indicating the dominance of a
CBH model as a transport mechanism in many organic and/or
in inorganic systemsŒ22; 33; 34; 38�40�.

The maximum barrier height, Wm, dependence on tem-
perature at different frequency ranges is illustrated in Fig. 4
for a ZnPc sample with Au electrodes. Qualitatively, the be-
havior of Wm is the same irrespective of type of the electrode
material. The maximum barrier height increases with increas-
ing frequency and decreases with temperature increase up to
about 200 K. Above this temperature, Wm starts to increase
up to room temperature, then it almost saturates to a constant
value. The accumulation of charge carriers within traps at low
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Table 3. Maximum barrier height, Wm, values for Au–ZnPc–Au and Al–ZnPc–Al thin film.

T (K)
Frequency range (kHz)

Al-electrodes Au-electrodes
0.5–4.5 5–20 0.1–1 1–8 8–20

93 0.411 0.405 0.401
163 0.135 0.216 0.301
193 0.832
273 0.543
295 0.441 0.857 0.214 0.230 0.281
310 0.335 0.488
333 0.357 0.507 0.227 0.220 0.221
353 0.281 0.332
375 0.206 0.236 0.227 0.227 0.227
393 0.257 0.275 0.257
415 0.272 0.262 0.262

temperatures may increase the barrier height above 200 K. At
low temperatures, Wm is strongly frequency dependent, while
a weak frequency dependence is observed at higher temper-
atures. Quantitatively, the values of Wm for Al-electrodes are
higher than for Au-electrodes due to the possible formation of a
very thin Al2O3 layer during depositionŒ31; 33�. It is evident that
the value of Wm depends on the electrode material since some
elements provide ohmic contacts while others provide blocking
contactsŒ3; 20; 21�. In addition, film thickness, impurity concen-
tration (such as O2), charge accumulation, and their distribu-
tion within traps will have a huge effect on the value of optical
barrier height. In the present study, the Al-electrode gave an
ohmic contact behavior since the deposition of all layers took
place without breaking the vacuumŒ17�. Table 3 displays the
values of barrier height width for both Al– and Au–ZnPc sam-
ples at different temperatures and frequencies.

The calculated values of Wm of the present study agree
well with those observed in ZnPcŒ22�. In addition, a qualita-
tive agreement is observed with the Wm values of inorganic
compoundGa2S3–Ga2Se3

Œ40�. The present results indicate that
the conduction mechanism may be resulted by bipolaron or
mixed with a single polaron hopping process. Thus, we invoke
the correlated barrier-hopping (CBH) model to explain the ob-
served behavior of Wm. In the CBH model, the electrons in
charged defect states hop over the coulomb barrier of the height
given as WC D Wm – (ne2/�"1"oR)Œ38�.

The relaxation time, � , was calculated by using the relation
given inŒ36�38; 41�

� D
"2

."1 � "1/!
; (6)

where "1 ("2) is the real (imaginary) part of the dielectric con-
stant, ! is the angular frequency, and, "1 is the optical di-
electric constant (at very high frequency). The optical dielec-
tric constant ("1/ values were determined by extrapolating the
curves of "1 versus frequency. Above 15 kHz, the values of
"1 saturates to a constant value at any specific temperature.
The variation of relaxation time as a function of frequency
and temperature is displayed in Fig. 5. As can be clearly seen
from the figure, � is strongly dependent on both frequency and
temperature. Figure 5 (a) displays the dependence of � on fre-
quency at different fixed constant temperatures for the iron ph-
thalocyanine, FePc, sample. In general, the relaxation time for
both ZnPc and FePc decreased with increasing frequency up to

Fig. 5. Dependence of relaxation time on (a) frequency, and on (b)
reciprocal of temperature for ZnPc-sample with Al-electrodes.

about 10 kHz, then a small increase in � is observed. The esti-
mated values of � for the ZnPc sample are comparable, but not
the same as those for the FePc sample. This discrepancy may
be attributed to growth conditions, sample packing fraction,
charge carrier concentrations and their distribution, and differ-
ences in sample thickness. The values of relaxation time and
their dependence with temperature and frequency have a good
qualitative agreement with glassy a-Se–Te–Ga systemŒ37�, and
ZnPcŒ22; 38; 42�.

For many compounds, it is well established that relaxation
time is related to a thermally activated process according to the
relation of the formŒ36; 37; 41�

� D �1 exp
�

�
Er

kBT

�
; (7)
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where �1 (� 10�13 s) is a characteristic relaxation time which
is in the order of an atom vibrational period at very high (in-
finite) temperatureŒ22; 36; 37�, and Er is the activation energy
for relaxation. The dependence of ln� on reciprocal temper-
ature, 1/T , for the ZnPc sample at different fixed frequen-
cies is depicted in Fig. 5(b). The data fits well to a straight
line, indicating an exponential variation of � with tempera-
ture, as expected from Eq. (7). The determination of the slope
of each curve allowed us to estimate the activation energy of
the charge carrier, and it was found to be around 0.01 eV.
Similarly, an activation energy of about 0.04 eV was calcu-
lated for the FePc sample. The low values of activation energy
are consistent with the hopping of charge carriers between lo-
calized statesŒ36; 43; 44�. Such low values of activation energy
were observed in some inorganic materials like AlNx

Œ45�, and
ZnOŒ46�, and also in many metal-phthalocyanine compounds
like ZnPcŒ22; 33; 34; 42�, MgPcŒ47�, CuPcŒ48� and FePcŒ49�.

4. Summary and conclusions

The dielectric function of some phthalocyanine com-
pounds (ZnPc, H2Pc, CuPc, and FePc) were investigated by
analyzing the measured capacitance and loss tangent data. The
real (imaginary) part of dielectric constant, "1 ("2) is found to
vary with frequency and temperature. Qualitatively, the type of
electrode material had no effect on the behavior of the dielec-
tric constant, but quantitatively the values are different. The
formation of a very thin insulating Al2O3 layer between the Al-
electrode and the phthalocyanine layer will change the value of
the dielectric constant. Also, film thickness, impurity concen-
tration, and carrier distribution will affect ".

The maximum barrier height, Wm, has been estimated for
the ZnPc sample with different electrodes, (Au or Al), and
found to be in the range between 0.10 and 0.90 eV. For both
electrode-materials, Wm variation with temperature and fre-
quency depends on the range of consideration. The observed
values of Wm of Al–ZnPc–Al are higher than those values for
the Au–ZnPc–Au sample and it may be due to the formation of
an Al2O3 thin layer during deposition.

The relaxation time, � , for ZnPc and FePc films is found
to depend on both frequency and temperature. For both com-
pounds, the relaxation time decreases with increasing fre-
quency up to about 10 kHz and then a small increase is ob-
served. The observed low value of activation energy suggests
that the hopping of charge carriers between localized states is
the dominant mechanism.

In general, the behavior of the dielectric properties of the
different phthalocyanine compounds is qualitatively almost the
same, but there are some differences in their values. Such vari-
ation could be related to the type of electrodematerial, impurity
concentration, sample thickness, packing fraction, and growth
conditions.

In conclusion, the results of this study, in conjunction with
the AC- andDC-electrical measurements of H2Pc, FePc, CuPc,
ZnPc, and CoPc, suggest that more research efforts are needed
to fully understand phthalocyanine-compound systems. The
proposed investigation should cover a wider frequency range
and include other phases such as ˇ- and  -modification. In ad-
dition, the study may take into account the preparation condi-
tions, film growth, electrode material type, and sample aging.
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